If accidentally pushed or distorted, the tough
10-mil vinyl will return to its original shape
within minutes. A product with a memory.

A REPUTATION YOU CAN COUNT ON.

PGT® Eze-Breeze® is designed to make
outdoor spaces more utilized places. With
several styles to choose from, our custom

Manufactured by PGT for over 30 years,

made-to-order components allow you to

Eze-Breeze® porch, patio and garage

have fun designing an outdoor space that’s

enclosure products are used in homes from

just right for you. Use them to replace

sweltering Florida to frigid Canada.

existing screen enclosures or if you’re adding
a new one.

And if that’s not enough, PGT Eze-Breeze
Your porch, patio, deck, gazebo, or pool are
there for a reason. You love that touch of
outdoor living. So why not get more of what
you love? Eze-Breeze is a big improvement

products also come with an iron-clad,

They’re versatile, attractive, strong and easy

lifetime warranty on frames and 10-year

to operate. The 10-mil vinyl glazing gives

warranty on vinyl, screen and moving parts

the benef t of glass without the cost or the

to help you protect your investment.

weight. It’s as transparent as glass, but not

over screens and an even bigger

nearly as heavy. Or expensive. Or

improvement over the open air.

susceptible to cracking or breaking.

PORCH, PATIO AND
GARAGE ENCLOSURES
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PORCH ENCLOSURE SYSTEMS
VERTICAL FOUR TRACK.

HORIZONTAL SLIDER.

Vertical, 4-track panels offer 75% ventilation.

Horizontal side-slider panels offer 50% to 100%

In other words, three of the lightweight, vinyl-

CABANA DOOR

GARAGE DOOR SCREEN

YOU’VE CREATED A ROOM, NOW
ADD A DOOR.

CUSTOMIZED SCREENS FOR VIRTUALLY
EVERY-SIZE OPENING.

ventilation. With just one f nger, full-length

The Eze-Breeze® Cabana Door is the ideal

Do you want to turn the garage into a gym,

glazed panels can be easily raised or lowered

panels slide left or right on corrosion-resistant,

companion to our porch enclosure systems.

hobby room, or play room? Or do you simply

over the fourth to create an outdoors feel.

neoprene rollers. Move them back to reveal

The design is sleek and modern, with no

want to enjoy bug-free ventilation? Afford-

Or remove and store the panels, leaving the

half or most of the open screen. Or use our

visible installation or assembly screws. The

able Eze-Breeze® Garage Door Screens make

screens in place, for 100% airf ow. Our vertical

pocketing option to tuck the panels completely

design is also versatile, with an innovative

a great addition to your garage, so you can

Eze-Breeze® design can be custom-made to f t

out of the way, leaving the screens in

frame that converts from z-bar to equal-leg in

work and play in comfort!

any space, and it has clean lines and propor-

place but opening the entire area to the

a snap.

tions to complement any style. It includes tilt-in

breeze. When you choose our horizontal

vents with that step down design, to make

design, you’ll also choose from a wide variety

Weather-strip is an essential, yet unattractive,

operating and cleaning...well...a breeze.

of panel conf gurations - each bringing a

component of any door, so we concealed

wide-open, spacious look to your home.

it within the frame. Now when you open
the door to invited guests, they only see the

Our unique, removable-vent fixed lite is the
perfect companion to our vertical 4-tracks. It’s

Heavy-duty lip frames and lip-frame shapes

ideal for openings too small to accommodate

are companions to the horizontal side sliders. This

operable units and too large for a non-

design also makes them perfect for openings

operable unit. Its matching frame and sight-

that are too small to accommodate operable

Want even more space? Eze-Breeze Garage

lines create a uniform look throughout your

units. Fixed lites in our heavy-duty lip frames

Door Screens are a great addition to your

newfound space and the factory-installed lift

match the look of our horizontal side sliders,

lanai too! Use it to separate the pool area from

tabs make it eash to remove the vent for even

and a trapezoid shape is available to f ll the

the porch, block the glare from the afternoon

more ventilation.

ends of gabled roofs.

sun, and protect your patio furniture from

beauty of the door and your new space.

damaging UV rays.

